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MODELING OF AN AVAILABILITY DRIVEN
COMPUTER NETWORK ARCHITECTURE




An availiability driven high speed network architecture has been proposed in the literature.
The architecrure incorporates a long'"range view of LANs that service multitudes (possibly
lhollsands) of relatively slow hosts (workstations, slower minis) and a smaller number of
exuemely fast hosts (supercomputers, parallel processors) and specialized service hoses (Image
Processors, Lisp Machines, Data Bases Machines). In oder to guarantee simple, efficent opera-
tion and small response times (compared to scaling up existing schemes), me availibility ddven
concept makes use of connectionless communication OD a broadcast bus along with the notion of
scheduling protocols.
The scheduling protocols are essentially multiple access algorithms that are random, limited
contention (hybrids), or contention-free multi-access. The many advantages of this design
include an inherent dynamic load balanced system (without the need for distributed balancing
algorithms), fairness, robustness, stability, graceful perfonnance degradation with upward scal-
ing, etc. In this report is presented the results of a set of intensive simulation experiments on a
four sever, ten user ADMA system. The protocols investigated are the token-passing, coUision
resolution, and two versions (fixed backoff, binary exponential backoff) of the CSivWCD data-
link protocols. In this pilot study, the simulation experiments tend [Q confinn certain ADMA
characteristics, while raising a host of interesting p~ffonnance questions regarding the behaviour
of Utis novel but nonrivial architecture.
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1. The ADMA Concept
The concept of an Availability Driven Multiple Access Architecture (ADMA) for Local
Networks has been described in derail by the authors in [1-4]. The ADMA is an architecture,for a
non-homogeneous local network connecting a large number of users (typically workstations) to a
generally smaller number of servers. A high speed broadcast channel is used as the interconnec-
tion network between servers and the users. ADMA is based upon a connectionless cornmunica·
tion model in which various service processes are available at different server locations, and
client processes running on behalf of the users connect to them as often as is required by users, in
order to perform remote compmations.
ADMA is an architecrure for distributed systems exhibiting a high ratio between the com-
munication related activities and compmational ones. From a communications view point, there
are significant differences between distributed systems investigated in this paper and traditional
ones, i.e., there are many stations connected to me network (servers and users) and each station
can generate requests for communication at a high rate. The communication subsystem has to be
very efficient in order provide a shan response time even at high network loads.
In ADMA me integration of me communication and processing systems is carried one step
further man in other distributed systems by introducing me concept of scheduling protocols in
order to correlate the sharing of the communication channel and the omer common resources.
The objectives ofthis architecture are to lead to a system with the following characteristics:
Incremental growth and graceful performance degradation,
Transparency of system configuration and ease of use from me user's point of view,
Adaptive load balancing with a minimum of control information flow through the system,
Stability and fairness
Traditionally, systems are demand driven in me sense that a user is allowed to initiate the
sequence of activities related to the use of a server. In case of a remote server, this sequence Starts
and ends with the acquisition of the communication channel in order to send a request and to
receive the results. Since a user's request can be satisfied only by a specific server or subset of
servers, control and status infonnation must flow through the system so that a user can direct his
requests for service only to those servers that are both currently connected to the system and able
to carry out the necessary tasks. In order to have a load balanced system, additional status infor-
mation must be available at the user's site. But, increasing the amount of status infonnation
traffic has a significant impact on the perfonnance of the system and its characteristics. The net-
work will be forced to carry a lower level of user originating traffic and at the same time will
require special procedures designed to ensure iliat all users have consistent sratus information.
Consequently, in order to achieve dynamic load balancing using a demand driven architecture, a
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portion of system resources (processor cycles and channel bandwidth) is wasted. This fraction can
be quite large for dislributed systems performing frequent remote computations.
Yet another argument in favor of simplified computer communication architectures for the
type of systems investigated in this paper is related [Q large processor overhead for communica-
tion as indicated by measurements reported in [4J and elsewhere, which in rum leads to large
response times. By taking advantage of the inherent properties of local networks (high traIl5mis-
sian speed, low error rate, simple routing, low delay, etc.) a computer communication architec.
ture based entirely upon execution of remote procedures seems a more than reasonable proposi-
tion.
2. The Client - Server Paradigm in ADMA
For all systems in which a user needs a remote server we recognize the following parrem:
the service request will first queue at the user's site, waiting to be sent to the selected server.
When the communication discipline allows for its transmission, it will queue again at the remote
server's site, waiting to be processed. After being processed, it will queue at the remote server's
sire waiting until the communication channel becomes available, and finally, the results of indivi-
dual request processing by different remote servers will reach the user and will be processed
locally. The time between the generation of a request and the start of its processing at a remote
server consists of a sum of waiting times in a local queue and in a remote queue. Attempting to
send the request as early as possible does not guarantee a shan response time since the request
will still have to wait in the remote server queue until the remote server is capable of processing
it. An alternative solution is to try to send the request as lace as possible, namely, when the
server capable ofperfonning the task informs all users that it is ccvailable to perform services.
A basic concept of the ADMA is to relate the allocation of a common communication
channel to the scheduling mechanisms which control access to the computing resources in a
server· user community. This is achieved by means of scheduling protocols which implement a
tWO level approach to the problem of multi-access. First, they enforce a communication discip-
line allowing only the servers to cOllCrol the communication channel. Each server in the system
has a chance to master !.he communication channel for a certain number of slots and during this
period of time to detennine whether anyone in the system needs the type of service it can provide.
When a certain service is globally advertised, all users that may need the particular type of ser-
vice being offered may use a multiaccess strategy to send their service requests.
A scheduling protocol is described by lhe pair <x ,Y >, with x representing the server's
multiaccess mechanism and y representing the user's multiaccess mechanism. In Figure I we
iHustrate the <collisionfree, collision/ree > case. The servers and me users form two logical
token passing rings. Each server has control of !.he channel for a cenain period of time, and this
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control is passed cyclically from one server to its successor on the logical rinf or servers. 'Vhen
one server, say R j is in control of me channel it passes around a control token which allows any
user node it visits to transmit a service request to serverRi .
In this system there is DO need for centralized control, and new servers may be added to the
system with a resulting improvement of performance. Similarly, servers may go down wi[hout
the need to inform users, in which case users will simply see that a certain type of service is no
longer provided, and in general that the system performance may degrade. The users can dynam-
ically adjust to the new siruation by reformulating their requests, whenever this is possible, so
that they may use other servers. A typical user node may consist of a workstation running, say,
an expert system. Higher level application software performs a decomposition of the computation
into a set of tasks which can be performed separately by some processor in the network. This
decomposition stamps on each task a certain type, selected from a known set of available types.
3. Modeling an ADMA system
This section is organized as follows: first a functional description of the four systems
analyzed is given. In all cases we assume that we have a bus topology, and all servers and users
are connected by a bus. The ADMA scheduling protocols modeled belong to the class
<collisionfree ,x> with x being one of the following multiple access strategies: collision free,
collision resolution, CSMA-CD with exponential backoff or p-persistem CSMA-CD. TItis means
that the servers are always organized as a token passing bus, while the users use a different multi-
ple access strategy in each of the systems investigated. Next we describe the classes of remote
services available at each server and the most relevant modeling assumptions, and finally, we
present a queuing model for the system.
3.1. Functional Description of tile ADMA Systems TIeing Modeled
The philosophy governing the ADMA is that the servers muSt have priority over the users
for the use of the communication channel, since this is considered to be the chief resource in the
system. A user may send a request for service only when a server capable of processing mat
request has broadcasted its willingness to perfoon such a service. In the systems considered here
the servers pass ch:mnel control to one anomer in a cyclic manner, through the use of a control
packet called a CAP, or Channel Allocation Packet. An important measure of the system perfor-
mance is the CAP-cycle-lime, which is !..he time needed by the CAP to cycle through all the
servers.
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The servers may certainly use other multiple access methods such as collision resolution
with reservations or CS?v1A-CD wiili reservations, in which case they would compete for the con-
trol of the communication channel rather than share it peaceably. In such a case as soon as me
server obtains control of the communication channel, all competition stops until the server in
canual terminates its own reservation period by explicitly broadcasting me CAP to anomer
server.
Each server maintains two queues: an input queue (IQ) for gathering requests from users,
and an output queue (OQ) for srating request<; already processed, awaiting transmission via the
channel to respective users (see Figure 1). When a given server has received the CAP (and con-
sequently is in channel control), it performs two types of tasks. It first empties its Output queues
by returning results of already processed requesrs to the respective request-originating users.
Next, it attempts to solicit more work (if it is able) from users.
A server will announce irs willingness [Q acquire more service requests by broadcasting a
control packet called the SAP (Service Availability Packet), if its current workload pennilS. If a
server is heavily loaded it will bypass the broadcasting of its SAP, for one or more CAP cycles
until irs workload reaches an optimal level. lhis characteristic of ADMA systems makes them
ideal for implementation of load balancing strategies with a minimum level of rraffic dedicared [Q
starus and control information. As soon as a server has broadcasted its SAP which contains a
descriptor identifying all services irs owner is wiUing to perform, the system enters the user's
phase. In this phase all users which have requests for service, matching me ones offered by the
SAP, attempt to send these requests.
The first type of system modeled is a token pasSillg sysfem, [2], [6]. In this case all users
are arranged in a logical ring, and each knows its predecessor and successor in the ring. The SAP
contains the address of the first user allowed to send a request. In order to ensure fairness the first
user to receive the SAP is the successor of the last user which has received service in a previous
CAP cycle. When a user receives the SAP, it sends its request(s) for service if it has any, and
then it passes the SAP to irs successor. This procedure conrinues until the SAP has made a full
cycle through the ring of users. After a SAP cycle, the server which has originally broadcasted the
SAP, passes the control of the communication channel to its successor by sending the CAP. It
should be noted that when a user has multiple requests for service, different strategies can be
used, e.g., all requests can be sent (exhaustive service), only already waiting requests (gated ser-
vice), at most a fixed number of requests (nanexhaustive service), or at most one request (single
request strategy). A request for service may consist of one or more data packers sent through the
channel.
The second type of system modeled is one using a Collision Resolution Algorithm (CRA)
[5], [7]. In mis C<lse all users with ready service requests attempt [0 transmilmem when they hear
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a SAP. If more than one user atrempts to send its requests, a collision occun; and a splitting alga-
rictun is used in order ro assign [Q each conrender irs own rransmission slot. The algorithm
described in [3] and attributed by Massey [5] to Gallager is used. Each user involved in a colli.
sian flips a binary coin. All those who flipped a a transmit in the next slot while those who
flipped a 1 transmit only after those who flipped a a resolve their potential collisions. The pro.
cedure continues until all the users who have initially collided in the first slot of the eRI (Colli-
sion Resolution Inrerval) have transmirred successfully. We use a blocking algorithm, and any
user with a new request has [0 wait until me completion of the CRI.
The third system modeled is based upon CS},.{A-CD. The Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Detection [8] requires that prior to the use of the channel, a user listens to the
channel in order to determine if it is idle and if not, politely delays its attempt to transmit. If a
user is involved in a collision (there is srill a vulnerability period when two or more users could
get the impression that the channel is idle) then the user has to wait a random amount of time
before attempting to retransmit again. More precisely a user will transmit with probability -.L in
L
one of the next L slots. We have cOllsidered two policies concerning retransmission which can be
best explained in tenns of a slotted channel. The fiI'S[ policy is the truncated binary exponential
backoff [9] which starts with L = 2 and doubles the value of L each time the user experiences a
new collision. The second policy one we call a a fixed CSMNCD and utilizes a fixed value ofL,
namely L = 5.
3.2. The Characterization of Services Provided by DifTerent Servers
The objective of our modeling is to detennine the behavior of a system with a high density
of requests for services perfonne~ by remote servers. The basic paradigm is client-server com-
munication based upon remote procedure calls. In such a system the ratio between communica-
tion activities and computational ones is considerably higher than in systems which have been
investigated in the past. For this reason the characterization of any service has three components:
the rUSt one describes the amount of the input traffic to the server, the second component me
amount of computation performed by the server and the the third componem the amoullt of till!
outpUt traffic generated by the server. We place each of these elemem in one of two possible
value categories: small and large. Consequently we define 23 generic categories of services. For
example by an <s, t. t> service is meam: small inpul, large computation and large output
Each server is assigned one or more services and each service is mapped into one of rn~
generic categories described above. If there are N servers in the system and if each provides s
services, rather than describing Nxs services, we need to describe only eight generic categories.
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Moreover, we assume a uniform distribution of the different service types into the generic
categories, thus enabling us to easily control the ratio between computation and communication
in the system.
We consider a slotted channel, with a slot duration equal to a packet time. The communica-
tion and computation requirements are all expressed in units of time equal to a sloe duration. For
example, the duration of computations performed at a remote server are geometrically distributed
with averages: 1 unit for s, small, and 20 units for l, large. The input and the output to/from the
remote server are also geomerrically distributed with averages: message of length 1 for s, small
inpuuoutput, and messages oflength 3 for I , large input/output. We have selected these particular
values in order to compare the results of our analysis with acrual network measurements that have
been reponed in [4J. Consequendy the average computational requirements are 10.5 units per
remote service request. The communication requirements are 2+2 units per remote service
request The communication to computation ratio is _4_ or 0.38 .
10.5
In our system we have modeled the case when each server provides two basic types of ser-
vices, one computation imensive, <x,l,x >, and the other not, i.e., <x ,S ;X >. Such a server-
symmetric system, with a communication to computation ratio of 0.38 is clearly communication
bound if the number of servers in the system is larger than 2. This ensures that the channel is the
chief system resource.
3.3. Queuing Model of an ADMA Syslem
The ADMA system consists of three components: a set of users, a set of servers and the
broadcast channel. The channel is characterized by scheduling protocols as described earlier. In
this subsection we present a queuing model for a server and a user. TIlls model is used in simula-
tion to obtain global performance measures of the system.
Figure 2 shows me queuing model of M users. An external source of infonnation (SI) gen-
erates requests according to a Poisson distribution widl a rate of A requests per slot. Henceforth,
we refer to A. as the generared requesr arrival rate. Requests from 51 are routed to the i -ill user
with branching probability Pi, i = 1, 2 , ... , M. Each user contains K queues for K different
type of services, as described above. The input rate to the k -th queue at the i -m user is A. Pi qk'
where qk is branching probability for the k-Lh type of service. The queues at users are finite, and
throughout the simulation we assume that the capacity of a user's queue is equal to five messages.
The real input rate introduced into a user's queue is called the effective arrival rare. The message
length (in packets) is geometrically distributed. As described above, in the simulation model, we
assume !.hat only eight types of generic services are provid.:ld by servers, i.e., K = 8. Moreover,
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each user's service discipline is exhaustive (up to the limit specified by the capacity of the user's
queue). We also assume that each user's request has some pre-processing time, which is set to be
constant.
According to the scheduling protocols described earlier, users have access to the channel
only after receiving an SAP from the server currently soliciting service from users. In Figure 2
this is represented by a "gate" labelled SAP at each user's output. When an SAP is received, a
user checks to determine if there is a match between services provided by the SAP and the actual
user request. If a match occurs, the appropriate user's queue is served in an exhaustive manner.
The request is rransmitted through the channel to the active server, i.e., to the server which
possesses the CAP packet. Note mat the user's queue may be modeled as MIGI! system with
server's vacation.
In Figure 3 a ~odel of the k-th server is presented. The server conmins two queues: the
input queue IQk> and the output queue, OQk' In addition, an SAP block is shown in the figure.
A server may access the communication channel only when in possession of the system's CAP.
This is represented in the figure by 'gates'labelled CAP. When a server is active, it e~austively
serves me Output queue, OQ, and then based on information regarding the utilization of CPU
and other resources in the server, transmits the SAP packet. After sending the SAP. the server
waits for request input from users. These requests are queued in the input queue, IQk of the
server. The active phase of a server is terminated when the server transmits the CAP to its
(server) successor in the servers' logical ring. Bom queues, i.e., IQ and OQ, are assumed to have
an infinite capacity. Note that the input queue may be modeled as GI[X] jMll queue ( batch
arrivals), and the output queue as GIMII with servers's vacation.
When a server is not in possession of the CAP it processes the jobs from the input queue.
The length of a job is assumed to be geometrically distributed. The average job length is either
"small" or "large" as described above. The queuing discipline for IQ is FIFO. The simulation
model is used to estimate some characteristics of the system. In particular, we are interested in
total delay in the system, waiting time in a user's queue, in the input queue and the output queue
at a server. We also evaluate the probability of rejection of a packet a user's queue, and CPU
utilization. Finally, we estimate the average values of the CAP and SAP cyck times. The results
and discussion of the simulation are presented in the next section.
4. Simulation Experiments ::Iod Result Anal)'sis
In this section we first present the basic parameters of me simulation model and next the
aemal simulation environment Finally the results of the simulation are analyzed.
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4.1. Simulation Experiments
The simulation model has the following parameters:
(a) The number of users is is fixed at M = 10. The branching probabilities of generated requests
are uniformly distributed into the set of users so that all users generate service requests ar
approximately the same rate, this making the user subsystem symmetric.
Each user has as many request queues as service types offered in the network. in OUf case
K ::: 8 and we assume that the branching probability of a service request of being of type i
is qj = ~ for i = 1,...K. Each request queue has limited buffer space where a maximum
of 5 requests can be queued. If the request queue is full all incomming requests are .rejected.
The maximum number of users allowed to send during a SAP cycle is 10. On the other hand
only one queue per user is serviced during me SAP cycle so mat each of the 10 users has the
opportunicy to send requests. An exhaustive service policy is implernenred, so that aU
requests in the queue selecred by the user are sem. Consequently the maximum number of
service requests collected by a server during aSAP cycle is 5x10 = 50.
(b) The number of server.:; is fixed at N =4. All servers are identical in terms of processing
speed and other resources (buffer space). Each server provides two different types of ser-
vices, one computationally intensive, the other involving a light compUlation. Service times
are geometricatly distribured with means 20 for computationally intensive services and 1
for the light ones. Input and output queues at the server have a large capacity, and they can
be assumed to be inmfinire buffer queues, so that no rejection takes place at these queues.
Whenever a server is in control of the channel it exhausts its output queue in returning pro-
cessed requests to users. Here we assume a fault-free routing of results to correct users.
(c) The channel is assumed to be slotred with slot duration equal to a packet transmission time.
Transmission times are geometricatly disaibuted with means 1 for S , small, and 3 for l,
large. Propagation delays are considered very small and are neglected.
The investigation of the different types of ADMA systems presented as a function of vary-
ing input request rate is a central issue of this repon. The objectives of our simulation study are:
delay analysis, the determination of critical cycle times, for the CAP and for the SAP, as well as
me estimation of the inherent overhead relmed to system concroL In order to make use of th~
simulation results in analytical modeling, we have considered a torally symmetric system ill which
lite behavior ofallu.sers is idemjcal, and all seners are symmetric.
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If we denme by n/ the average number of packets required to transmit a service request
from a user to a server, then in such a symmeaic system each user (mere are M such users) gen-
erates communication requests at the rate:
A.c,u =
Here the effective request arrival rate is defined as:
with Prej the probability of rejection and A. the generated service request arrival rate.
If we denore by no the average number of packets required ro transmit the results of pro-
cessing one request from the server to the user, and if the server subsystem is symmetric men. .
each server generates communication requests at the rate:
The overall communication load on the channel is:
In our case n[ = 2 and no = 2, hence:
The systems under investigation were subject to service request races in the range 0.1 to 0.4
requests/packet time. A simple reasoning has indicated that our system is communication bound.
Hence the system will saturate when Ac = 1. It follows that the ma;.;:imum service request rate
for which the system is capable of processing all incoming service requests is: Amax = 0.25.
More precisely, if the users buffer were made infinite in capacity, then the maximum throughput
would be about 0.25. Below this rate the effective request arrival rate is "almost" equal to the
generated one since rejectiOn<; are small enough to be negligible. Above this rote this system will
start rejecting incoming service requests through the rejection mechanism built at the user level.
Clearly, the system will begin (Q saturate earlier since this rough estimate has not taken imo
accoum the communication overhead related to the distributed control of each multiple access
merhod considered. In fact the difference between this value and the acrnal anival rate at which
the system stans rejecting input requesLS is a rough measure of control overhead.
We have perfonned steady state simulatiO/l experiments. To guaramee a steady S[:lte lhe
experimenrs were conducted for a large number of service requests arrivals namely 20,000 for
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A::::: 0.2, 10,000 for A;;? 0.16 and 7,500 for lower values of the service request arrival rare. The
simulation time had varied in the range 75,000 for low arrival rates to 50,000 for large values of
A, all times being expressed in packet's time.
The simulation was performed using ASPOL. ASPOL is a very compact simulation system
developed by Control Data and available on CDC mainfrnmes and on the Cyber 205. It is suitable
for simulation of computer systems. ASPOL is a process oriented simulation system based on
FORTRAN. Four similar simulation environments, ooe for each type of ADMA system, have
been constructed.
4.2. Discussion of Results
In this section we present the results of a set of intensive simulation experiments. Addition-
ally, we attempt to justify, as best as we can, some of the trends that result from the experiments.
We stress that the study is not concluded and is only a preliminary effort intended to yield some
insight into the complex interactions of a client-server based ADMA network. In building the
simulation model, we used data from an earlier study, detailed in [4].
The results are presented in a rap-down fashion, with the ADMA's effect on users being of
prime concern. Next we present the simulation characteristics of the server machines, then the
behavior of the channel, and finally, some general conclusions. Details on parameters of the
simulation may be found in Section 3.
To begin with, consider the relationship between effective and real arri'.al rates for service
requests under each of the four protocol operating modes. By definition, the effective service
request arrival rate is the number of requests thar have nO[ been rejected per slot. Clearly, for a
probability of rejection equal to zero (I.e., buffers of infinite capacity) the best that a system can
do is offer an effective rate equal to the real rare. Observe that the collision-free ADMA protocol
(see Fig. 4) lays claim to this behavior for real loads A such that A ~ 0.25. It appears that
Ama:< = 0.25 causes all ADMA protocols to begin rejecting incoming requests. A heuristic
explanation of why Ama:< = 0.25 approximates the maximum throughput was given in Sec.4.1.
The fact that Amax ~ 0.25 is maximum allowable load without rapid rise in request rejec-
tions can also be seen in a relared experiment (see Fig. 11). This shows that all four protocols
show a dramatic change in the percentage of CPU utilization (Le., computing requirements in
ADMA slump) with increasing values of A. Thus, Fig. 4 and Fig. II indicate that in the given
ADMA system, lhe channel appears to be the bouleneck. Due to lhe narure and time required for
t.be simulation, it is unclear at what values of A the collision-free protOcol (see Fig. 4) will begin
[0 s~l.tura[e. The corresponding analytic problem, involving t.be saturation characteristics of a
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finite buffer collision-free system, given that we know the characteristics of its infinite buffer
coumerpart, is a challenging one.
mFig. 5, we see the effects of increasing A. on all fOUf protocols, in terms of rejection pro-
bability, on the ADMA system. This is really an "inverted" version of Fig. 4 and represents
what is to be expected from Fig. 4. It does seem somewhat remarkable that the conflict-free pro-
tocol appears considerably more stable (in the sense of minimum rejection probability) than the
others. However, even this can be simply explained, and we do it as follows. All three promeols
in question are collision-type protocols. The conflict-free protocol is me only protocol whose
channel overhead (Le., channel traffic involving control information) remains constant with
increasing A.. Among the collision-type prmocols, the fixed retransmission CSMNCD appears
the most stable (in the sense of rejection). It is unclear at this stage why the fixed CS:MA!CD
should demonstrate a more accommodating nawre than the CSMNCD with exponential backoff.
This is counter-intuitive in that we would nonna1ly expect the exponemial backoff based
CSi\1AJCD to be more adaptive. The collision resolution protocol performs the least satisfac-
torily in this case. The reason for this is well understood, since collision resolution protocols typ-
ically exhibit a maximum throughput of 0.36 ( for so called blocked CRA; for details see [5] and
[7] and [10]).
In Figures 6 through 9 are presented the request delay curves in user, server input, server
output queues, and finally, in total. Again, the trend is consistent, except for the fact that the
collision-free protocol shows higher delays than the other protocols at lower loads. The reason
for this is best explained in tenus of the token ring promcol. In the larter, message delay is higher
than for the CSMAlCD protocol for (comparable) low loads simply because of the relatively high
token-passing overhead at low loads. In conrrast, the CSMAlCD protocols exhibit lltde or no
channel overhead at low loads. In the ADMA system, the effect is basically the same. In all four
figures (6-9), the trend for request delays is the same, with the largest contribution to delay (com·
ing from a queue) varying with the A range. It is of considerable interest to determine the value
of Afor which the collision-free ADMA protocol saturates.
Figures 10 and II demonstrate the percemage of useful channel time (i.e., channel time
used not by control infonnation) and percentage of CPU utilization (i.e., computing time at the
four servers), versus generated arrival rate, res~ctive(y. These results are imeresting in that the
collision resolution protOcol appears to be stronger than the collision-free protocol in temlS of
useful channel time, for smaller values of effecti ...·e loads. For higher load values, the fixed·
retransmission CSMAJCD appears to be better than the collision-free prolOcol (see Fig. 10).
B<lsically the same trend can be seen in Fig. 8, for CPU utilization.
NOte that around generated service request rate Amax = 0.25, channel ulilizmion approaches
irs m<lximum (approximately 90%) and CPU utitization also approaches its maximum
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(approximately 60%). The reason for the 90% channel utiliza[ion is clear. For A:::: Amax• utiliza-
tion must approach its maximum, but cannOL reach 100% because of control overhead.
Correspondingly, multiplying Amax by 10.5 (which is the average computing time per service
request) we obtain the tmal CPU utilization, over all servers. Dividing by 4 (since there are four
servers) we obtain a CPU utilization of 60%, which agrees with Fig. 11. These figures indic:ue
that the botrleneck of the system is me channel, so minimizing the overhead transmitted through
the channel may lead to a more efficient system. This idea basically stands behind me AD.1vlA
architecture.
Finally, Figs. 12 and 13 demonstrate mean CAP and SAP cycle-times for !.he four promcols
on the ADMA system. These quantities might be used [0 buIid a hybrid-analytical model of
AD~IA. It turns ou[ that an analytical model of ADMA is available if one knows the first two
moments of the CAP and SAP cycles times [11]. Unfortunately, an analysis LO determine mese
cycles is certainly very intricate, if at all possible. A possible way out, and one we plan [0 use, is
a moment approximation approach mat utilizes the fust two cycle-time moments obtained from
simulation in an analytical model of the ADMA.
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Figure 4. Effective Request Arrival Rate versus Generated Rate for
Different User Multi-Access Strategies in an ADMA System
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Figure 5. Probability of Rejection versus Generated Request Arrival
Rate for Different User Multi-Access Strategies in an ADNiA System
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Figure 6. Average Waiting Time in a User's Request Queue versus Effective
Request Arrival Rate for Different User Multi-Access Strategies
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Figure 7. Average Waiting Time in a Server's Input Queue versus
Effective Request Arrival Rate for Different Multi-Access
Strategies in an ADMA System
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Figure 8 Average Waitino Time in a Server's Output Queue versus
Effective Request Arrival Rate for Different User Multi-Access
Strategies in an ADMA System
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Figure 9. Average Time in System versus Effective Request Arrival Rate
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Figure 10 Percentage Useful Time on the Channel versus Generated
Arrival Rate for Different User Multi-Access Strategies
in an ADMA System
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Figure 11 Average CPU Utilization versus Generated Request Arrival Rate
for Different User Multi-Access Strategies in an ADMA System
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Figure 12 Average CAP Cycle Time versus Effective Request Arrival Rate
for Different User Multi-Access Strategies in an ADi\1A System
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Figure 13 Average SAP Cycle Time versus Effective Request Arrival Rate
for Different User Multi-Access Strategies in an ADMA System
